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Day Excursion to Shelton Abbey 
MAY 2nd, 1965. 

I"HE Society's first field day of 1965 took place on 2nd May at 
Shelton Forest Nursery. In spite of the poor weather there was 

a satisfactory turn out of members but proceedings were confined by 
rain to a visit to the experimental greenhouse set up by the Research 
Branch of the Forestry Division. 

After the usual opening formalities Mr. Mooney introduced the 
topic for discussion with a brief summary on the contorta pine 
provenance research programme with particular reference to the search 
for provenances suitable to Irish conditions. 

Mr. O'Driscoll elaborated on the subject and described the green
house and its objects. 

Tree improvement first started in 1961 when contorta pine plus 
trees were selected by members of the Research Branch, British Forestry 
Commission and a representative from the Danish Forest Service. These 
were loclted as follows: East coast - 32, South - 28, West - 4. 

In 1962 scions were sent to Scotland and Denmark to form the 
basis of their seed orchards. Grafting commenced in Spring 1963 
in the open but due to adverse weather conditions and unsuitable 
stocks the results were poor. 

Following the poor results the erection of a glass house was 
considered necessary. The glass house is 20 feet wide by 70 feet 
long and has a capacity for approximately 2,000 gr.afts. The present 
work commenced in the spring of 1964 when 2,000 stocks were 
potted in a specially prepared mixture of sand, loam and peat. These 
were embedded in a gravel bed and allowed develop throughout the 
summer. In December they were moved into the green house. Here 
they were subject to soil heat of 45 ° F. for 3 weeks and 60°F. for 2 
weeks. 

The scion collection was undertaken when first growth of buds 
was noticed after some 4 weeks heat. 40 trees were chosen to form the 
basis of the first seed orchard and 40 scions were collected from these. 
Of the remaining 22 trees, two blew down so that 20 scions were 
grafted. They will form the basis of a tree bank ensuring the 
preservation of these trees. 

The method of collecton involved the use of a shot-gun with 
heavy cartridges. As the scions were collected they were sent to 
the Research Nursery at Shelton and grafted immediately using side 
veneer method. In all 1,850 scions were grafted. Success has been 
100% to date with some clones. Cutting back of stock has been 
undertaken but it is intended to leave one branch until next year. 
Lining out will take place in the summer and it is hoped to set up 
the orchard in 1966 at Avondale. 
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Loam Peat Sand 
Potting mixture 7 3 2 + t oz. John Innes Base 

Fert. per pot. 
Bedding mixture 1 

Growth best in middle 

1 peat and sand 
Watered 2 weekly. 

2 beds due to possibly better 
outside influences. 

insulation from 

Questions from members followed which were answered in detail 
by Mr. Mooney and Mr. O'Driscoll. 

When the meeting finished the President, Mr. C. Kilpatrick on 
behalf of the Society thanked the contributors and expressed his 
appreciation to the Minister for Lands for facilities offered and to 
Mr. Ua Cearbhaill and the staff at Shelton School for their kind 
co-operation. 

G.J.G. 

Annual Study Tour 
IN THE CA VAN DISTRICT FROM JUNE 1st TO JUNE 3rd 

First Day (Tuesday) June 1st). 

The sun shone, in its now almost traditional benevolence, as our 
bus moved away from the Farnham Arms Hotel in Cavan to our 
first stop at Castles~nderson Property of Belturbert Forest. There the 
President welcomed the tour to Ulster and th~nked the tour leader, 
Mr. Fergal Mulloy and the convenor, Miss Lily Furlong for their 
assiduous preparations. Mr. Haughey, the forester, was then introduced 
and his assistant, Mr. Hoban, and the pleasure of the Minister of 
Lands was expressed. 

Mr. Mulloy then lead us to our first stop in Compartment 20, 
carrying Norway spruce, P/ 38. With a top height of 55 feet and a 
basal ,area of 142 H.ftz it had a volume of 3,825 H.ft. 3 Reference to 
the brochure given to us gave a ready comparison with Quality 
Class I B.F.C., and with a new concept, a B.F.C. Yield Class 240. 
As most of us were being hit with this new yardstick for the 
first time, it gave rise to much discussion and Mr. Gerhardt Gallagher 
was busied with questions from all sides. Yield Class 240, he 
explained, meant a production of 240 H. ft. 3 per acre per year and such 
a figure became a management definition of production. The thinning 
regime was calculated to a finely adjusted level of basal area. This 
regime derived from the economics of m~rginality, whereby the 
lowest capital was employed to give the maximum return of interest. 
Such tables use top height for deriving production potential, but not 


